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�
Reading at a university level 
requires critical reading. �

Critical reading means more 
than being able to read and 
understand a written text.

�
What It Means To Read Critically�

•  Reading for argument rather than just for information
•  Understanding the writer’s point of view or position on 

an issue:
•  the	claims	they	make	and		
•  how	they	support	their	claims	with	evidence.		

Good arguments are more than opinions — �
they include support for every claim. 

�
How To Read Critically�

•  Academic reading is more than getting a vague sense 
of what an article or text “is about.” 

•  Whether a blog, article, or book, academic reading 
requires you to ask questions of and make judgments 
about a text.

•  Read with a healthy skepticism – the author needs �
to convince you of her argument, by providing strong 
reasons and/or evidence.

Critical reading is �
different than scrolling 
through social media.

Critical reading �
requires reading �
slowly and deliberately; �
not just skimming. �

You need to �
read and reread…
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�
 Critical Reading Doesn’t Always Mean Criticizing�

•  Critical reading can mean 
criticizing or challenging �
the ideas, assumptions, and 
evidence, but not always. 

•  Before criticizing a text, make 
sure you have understood �
it thoroughly. 

•  “What is the argument and �
how has it been constructed?” 

•  Ask of the text: 

•  What claims does it make? 

•  How well are these claims 

supported? 

•  What assumptions does the 
author make and how well 

are these assumptions 
explained? 

•  Are there contradictions or 
gaps such as missing 
information or evidence?

•  How well does the author 
address counter-arguments 
(different or opposing points 
of view)?

�
Critical Reading in Economics�

•  Cri7cal	reading	means	being	able	to	read	for	economic:		
•  concepts	
•  models	and	assump7ons	
•  reasoning	
•  evidence			

•  “How	well	does	the evidence fit the	economic	reasoning?”	
Evidence	may	include	data,	examples,	or	expert	opinion.	

�
Example: “A fare shake,” From The Economist Magazine�

�

•  Critical reading is work. 
•  Critical reading is easier �

to show than to explain, �
a detailed demonstration �
of how to critically read �
“A fare shake” follows.

STOP: !
Read “A fare shake” before 
continuing.

Source: http://www.economist.com/news/finance-and-economics/21698656-jacking-up-prices-may-not-be-only-way-balance-supply-and-demand-taxis

Start with the Title and Subtitle

Titles are like movie trailers — designed to catch our 
attention, and make us want to read on.  
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The title is a pun. 

Giving someone �
“a fair shake,” means �
treating them fairly. 

The pun comes from spelling “fair,” meaning equitable, �
instead of  “fare” meaning taxi fare or price of Uber taxi services.

A fare shake 

Image Source: https://newsroom.uber.com/happy-new-year/

The title summarizes the article’s argument: �
�
Despite consumers’ dislike, Uber’s surge pricing is fair.

Read both the title and subtitle.

The title and subtitle indicate the topic of the article — �
taxi fares, and the article’s point of view — that Uber’s 
pricing policy is fair.

Critical reading means reading actively — �
with questions in mind — �
rather than passively — �

with a blank brain.

The Introduction – Paragraph 1
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Paragraph 2

Paragraph 3
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Paragraph 4
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Paragraph 5

Source: http://www.economist.com/news/finance-and-economics/21698656-jacking-up-prices-may-not-be-only-way-balance-supply-and-demand-taxis

Source: http://www.economist.com/news/finance-and-economics/21698656-jacking-up-prices-may-not-be-only-way-balance-supply-and-demand-taxis Source: http://www.economist.com/news/finance-and-economics/21698656-jacking-up-prices-may-not-be-only-way-balance-supply-and-demand-taxis

Placeholder for Andrea to talk to students

Critical Reading Questions both Argument and Evidence

•  The evidence is provided by Uber.
•  The data weren’t gathered independently: �

2/3 authors work for Uber.
•  When evidence is provided by so-called “experts,” �

critical readers ask, 
•  How credible are these experts? 
•  What are their credentials? 

•  Do they stand to benefit monetarily or otherwise from 
providing this evidence?

•  Be skeptical (not believing without strong reasons) but 
not cynical (distrustful of everyone).
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Paragraph 6

•  Address counter-arguments to 
strengthen your own case. 

•  When you ignore counter-
arguments your argument is 
one-sided and thus less 
convincing. 

•  Readers may be suspicious 
about why you haven’t 
addressed other view points.

Paragraph 7
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Paragraph 8

1.  Read slowly and 
thoughtfully rather �
than skimming.

2.  Pay more attention to 
argument than information.

3.  Analyze how the author 
uses reasons, evidence, 
language, and visuals to 
build the argument.

4.  Identify gaps.

5.  Question and make 
judgments about the 
argument.

Your Next Steps

1.  Read the Article Abstract Assignment 
instructions.

2.  Watch the video, �
How to (Re-) Write an Abstract.

3.  Read the abstracts of “A fare shake” 
that Professor Cohen and I wrote, �
and note similarities and differences.

4.  Choose one of The Economist articles 
(see Professor Cohen’s list). 

5.  Start your abstract assignment. 




